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Safe Harbor Statement

The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
Since last time...

- Prior update on **Project Skara** and Git to the GB given in **October 2019**
- Since then:
  - Public update and demo, **January 2020**.
  - More projects transitioned to using the Skara tooling, about 18 total
  - In May 2020, JEPs 357: Migrate from Mercurial to Git and 369: Migrate to GitHub were **targeted to JDK 16**
  - Published JDK 16 EA builds **as of b03** in June 2020 use Git as the SCM
  - Announced transition date for jdk/jdk to GitHub as **“early September 2020”**
  - 11u and 13u maintainers contacted to draw up plans for those releases; 8u not currently a candidate for being transitioned since its forests are not consolidated
Coming up and in-progress...

• Populating OpenJDK org on GitHub with contributors in OpenJDK census
• Later this week, communicate exact September transition date for jdk/jdk
• On-going refinements of Skara tooling; expect more enhancement requests after jdk/jdk transition
• Email forwarding from username@openjdk.org in-progress
More information

• OpenJDK on GitHub: https://github.com/openjdk

• Skara
  • Wiki: https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/SKARA
    (includes getting started information)
  • Mailing list: skara-dev@openjdk.java.net
  • Bug tracker: https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/projects/SKARA/summary
Questions?